Lubricated tetrahedral amorphous carbon coatings can show a very complex tribological behavior. In particular, friction regimes with extremely low friction have been observed. In tribological experiments with a ta-C/steel friction pair that was lubricated with ethylene glycol, we observed a sudden and very strong decrease in the effective friction coefficient from 0.45 to 0.01 after running-in. By varying different components of the tribological system after this abrupt decrease we investigated the role of the counter-body, the lubricant and the coating. To investigate the surface chemistry, static time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS), dynamic secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS), and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were performed. Using deuterated lubricants, ToF-SIMS measurements allowed us to distinguish adsorption of hydrogen and hydroxyl-groups from the lubricant from the adsorption from the environment. Deuterated hydroxyl-groups from the lubricant adsorbed to the surface during the experiment. In particular, more adsorbed deuterated hydroxyl-groups were detected prior to the sudden decrease in the friction coefficient. Thus, the sudden decrease in the coefficient of friction was most likely caused by an interplay between the lubricant, the ta-C coating and the counter-body which lead to the formation of transfer and adsorption layers.
Introduction
To increase energy efficiency in automotive applications, coatings with low friction and good wear properties are crucial to reduce the energy loss in the drivetrain. In particular, diamond-like carbon (DLC) coatings are relevant candidates to improve the fuel economy owing to their excellent mechanical properties, such as high elastic modulus, high hardness, and low friction and wear. Amorphous carbon coatings are currently widely used in injection pumps, sliding bearings, piston rings, and tappet to name a few examples [1, 2] . Further applications include biomedical applications, electrochemistry, or data storage [3] [4] [5] [6] .
The mechanical and tribological properties of DLC strongly depend on the ratio of sp 3 to sp 2 carbon bonds and the film composition [4] . To adjust the properties, the coatings can be, for example, doped with metals or non-metals [7] . In addition, hydrogen-free tetrahedral amorphous carbon coatings (ta-C) are gaining attention because of the availability of industrial physical vapor deposition technology [8] . The sp 3 to sp 2 carbon bond ratio of ta-C is higher than in hydrogenated amorphous carbon coatings (a-C:H), which also leads to a higher hardness of ta-C. One particular advantage of ta-C coatings over a-C:H coatings is their better performance when lubricated with MoDTC-containing lubricants because hydrogenated DLC coatings show high wear [9] . Surface chemical analysis using (time-of-flight) secondary ion mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements helps to elucidate the tribochemistry of DLC coatings. For example, the creation of graphite-like patches on the coatings could be established for taC/taC tribocontacts by means of XPS [10] . SIMS allowed for the detection of lubricant-fragments [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , although the detected fragments have not yet been correlated with the different friction levels. Very low friction regimes can be associated with the formation of a transfer layer. Erdemir et al. [19] intensively analyzed the formation of transfer-layers on counter-bodies running dry against DLC. In addition, other authors mentioned the formation of transfer-layers on metallic counter-bodies which are known to prevent further wear of the counter-body, in particular on a-C:H [1] .
To exploit the full potential of ta-C, the lubricants need to be tailored to the application. For example, it was observed that friction can be reduced by using polyglycols as lubricants in DLC coated systems [20] . Additionally, the lubrication mechanisms of glycerol on ta-C coatings have been studied extensively over the last years. In this system, the adsorption of the hydroxyl-groups on the surface and the low van der Waals interaction between the hydroxylated surface and the molecules of the lubricant lead to very small friction coefficients.
In the following, we report on the performance of a ta-C coating in a ta-C/100Cr6-steel friction pair which was lubricated with ethylene glycol. Oscillating tribological experiments in ball-on-disc geometry showed an abrupt decrease of the friction coefficient after a long running-in period of nearly 2 h at elevated temperatures. To investigate the origin of the sudden decrease to an ultra-low friction regime and to better understand the role of the system components, we performed experiments changing the lubricant, the counter-body, and the coating position and investigated the surfaces with respect to changes in surface roughness, wear, and potential adsorbates. Our data suggest that the formation of a transfer-layer on the counter-body is relevant to the reduction in the friction coefficient.
Materials and Methods

Preparation of ta-C Coatings
The 3-µm thick ta-C coatings were deposited on polished 100Cr6 steel substrates (62 HRC) after the deposition of a chrome adhesion layer. The adhesion layer was deposited in a DC-sputtering process and the ta-C coating by means of laser-controlled pulsed arc technology (Laser-Arc) at a deposition temperature below 100 • C (Scheibe et al. [21] ). Additionally, plasma filtering was used, which reduces the roughness because fewer droplets reach the sample during deposition. The ta-C coatings were lapped after deposition to further reduce their surface roughness.
Tribological Characterization
Prior to the tribological characterization, the coatings were cleaned with acetone and isopropanol in an ultrasonic bath. The tribological properties of the coatings lubricated by ethylene glycol were studied with a ball-on-disc apparatus (SRV 5 test system, Optimol Instruments, Munich, Germany). A load of 50 N was applied and the experimental temperature was 100 • C. One milliliter of ethylene glycol (Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany, purity ≥ 99.5%) was applied as lubricant (density at 20 • C: 1.11 g/cm 3 , viscosity at 60 • C: 5.0 cP, 100 • C: 2.0 cP, note that ethylene glycol is highly hygroscopic). Pristine 100Cr6-steel-balls with a diameter of 10 mm were used as a counter-body. The oscillation was achieved by a linear drive with a frequency of 50 Hz and a stroke of 1 mm. All the tribological experiments were performed at ambient room conditions and repeated at least twice.
Surface Characterization
The wear behavior was analyzed using an optical microscope and a scanning electron microscope. We analyzed the roughness in the wear track with a confocal microscope (NanoFocus, Oberhausen, Germany) with a cut-off filter at 250 µm (low-pass filtered in order to suppress long-wave parts attributed to waviness components).
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was applied to study roughness and dry friction. An Icon atomic force microscope (Bruker, Billerica, MA, USA) was employed for recording 2 × 2 µm 2 images using PPP-ZEIHR cantilevers (Nanosensors, Neuchâtel, Switzerland) in the intermittent contact mode at a scanning velocity of 2 µm/s. The roughness was evaluated on the full area of the image (4 µm 2 ), as well as on a sub region of 1 µm 2 that was considered as nearly free of impurities. The AFM lateral force images were used for the calculation of the friction coefficients without lubrication and had a size of 2 × 2 µm 2 . These were taken with a ContDLC cantilever (Budgetsensors, Sofia, Bulgaria) in the lateral force microscopy mode (LFM) at a scanning velocity of 8 µm/s. The inverse optical lever sensitivity was obtained from a force-versus-distance curve on sapphire and the flexural force constant was estimated through the thermal noise method. The lateral force was calibrated with a TGF11 calibration grid (Mikromasch, Sofia, Bulgaria) using the wedge calibration method [22] . As a quantitative measure for the friction, the lateral force was plotted versus the normal force (10-50 nN) and the slope of a linear fit was calculated (linear regression).
Nanoindentation measurements were carried out by means of multiple-partial-unloadingindentation on a Hysitron Triboindenter (Minneapolis, MN, USA). On each sample, 36 indentations in and 25 indentations next to the wear track were performed. The maximal load was 18 mN and the hardness was evaluated at indentations of 15 nm and 80 nm.
Static ToF-SIMS measurements for surface spectroscopy and imaging were performed using an ION-ToF IV instrument (ION-TOF GmbH, Münster, Germany). The primary ion gun was operated in the high current mode with Bi 3 + ions with an energy of 25 keV and the emitted secondary ions were detected in negative polarity. Dynamic SIMS sputter depth profiling was carried out using a quadrupole SIMS system (SIMS 4550, Cameca, Gennevilliers, France) using Cs + primary ions with an energy of 5 kV. The quantitative characterization of the surface chemistry was conducted by means of XPS (Axis Nova small spot X-Ray photoelectron spectrometer, Kratos Analytics Ltd., Manchester, UK) using a monochromatic Kα-line of aluminum (Al) at 1486.6 eV. The survey spectra were collected using a pass energy of 160 eV and 10 eV in the case of detail spectra. Charging effects were compensated by a self-balancing low electron energy neutralizer. The spot size of analysis was 350 × 700 µm 2 .
Results and Discussion
Tribological Experiments
ta-C Lubricated by Ethylene Glycol
The tribological behavior was studied with an SRV-tribometer. Figure 1 shows the characteristics of the coefficient of friction (COF). In general, the maximum of the COF over the oscillation period (breakaway) is given by the SRV-tribometer. In addition, the high-resolution signal gives an overview of the high COF during breakaway compared to the COF when the two bodies are in relative motion. No obvious wear of the coating was found. The area of running could be distinguished from the pristine area because of a slightly different contrast or light reflection behavior. Figure 1a ,b shows an experiment that was carried out with a lubricant temperature of 100 • C. Initially, the COF was at about 0.1. Within the first two hours of the experiment, the COF decreased to about 0.09 which can be explained by film smoothing. Then, the COF decreased abruptly within less than three minutes to about 0.02 where it remained for the rest of the experiment. A thermally activated process cannot be excluded because experiments at different temperatures showed an earlier decrease in the friction coefficient to ultra-low values for higher temperatures. In particular, in experiments performed at temperatures below 80 • C, no ultra-low friction regime was observed. Figure 1c shows the development of the COF at different temperatures between 60 • C and 120 • C. The sudden reduction in friction could only be observed at elevated temperatures but not for 60 • C. At higher temperatures, the abrupt decrease in the COF occurred after shorter running time. At 120 • C, the system quickly ran dry because the lubricant vaporized (sudden increase in the COF at 6500 s). observed. Figure 1c shows the development of the COF at different temperatures between 60 °C and 120 °C. The sudden reduction in friction could only be observed at elevated temperatures but not for 60 °C. At higher temperatures, the abrupt decrease in the COF occurred after shorter running time. At 120 °C, the system quickly ran dry because the lubricant vaporized (sudden increase in the COF at 6500 s). For the experiment in Figure 1 , we calculated the effective COF as the average over the entire friction cycle (μ = ² ) for selected time intervals of one second of the experiment from the high-resolution COF-data which was recorded with a resolution of 40 µs. The use of an effective COF allows for a direct representation of the transferred friction power. The high-resolution COF plot in Figure 1b shows the signal for three distinct time intervals recorded before, during, and immediately after the drop of friction coefficient. The high-resolution COF is plotted against the high-resolution position which shows the COF hysteresis. The COFs were higher during acceleration compared to the COFs when slowing down. The abrupt decrease in the friction coefficient was also observed in the effective COF. Based on these signals, we can conclude that not only did the COF during breakaway decrease, but rather the COF for the entire oscillation cycle was reduced in the ultra-low friction regime after the sudden decrease in the friction coefficient. Initially, the relationship between the effective and the maximum COF was about 0.45, which decreased to 0.35 during the experiment. This observation shows that the difference between the COFs at breakaway and during sliding was high especially due to the low viscosity of ethylene glycol. The effective COF after the abrupt decrease in the friction coefficient was in the super-lubricity regime (COFs below 0.01). ) for selected time intervals of one second of the experiment from the high-resolution COF-data which was recorded with a resolution of 40 µs. The use of an effective COF allows for a direct representation of the transferred friction power. The high-resolution COF plot in Figure 1b shows the signal for three distinct time intervals recorded before, during, and immediately after the drop of friction coefficient. The high-resolution COF is plotted against the high-resolution position which shows the COF hysteresis. The COFs were higher during acceleration compared to the COFs when slowing down. The abrupt decrease in the friction coefficient was also observed in the effective COF. Based on these signals, we can conclude that not only did the COF during breakaway decrease, but rather the COF for the entire oscillation cycle was reduced in the ultra-low friction regime after the sudden decrease in the friction coefficient.
Initially, the relationship between the effective and the maximum COF was about 0.45, which decreased to 0.35 during the experiment. This observation shows that the difference between the COFs at breakaway and during sliding was high especially due to the low viscosity of ethylene glycol. The effective COF after the abrupt decrease in the friction coefficient was in the super-lubricity regime (COFs below 0.01).
Variation of the Tribological System
To study the influence of the lubricant, the counter-body, and the running position, we repeated the experiment discussed above with modifications that were applied after the abrupt decrease in the ultra-low friction regime. In the first experiment, we exchanged the lubricant after 2.5 h running time. We cleaned the surface of the coating and the counter-body with acetone and isopropanol and added new ethylene glycol before restarting the experiment. The COF stayed at the ultra-low friction level that was achieved during running-in before as seen in Figure 2a . With this observation, we can exclude the possible degeneration of the lubricant as a reason for the sudden decrease in the friction coefficient. To study the influence of the lubricant, the counter-body, and the running position, we repeated the experiment discussed above with modifications that were applied after the abrupt decrease in the ultra-low friction regime. In the first experiment, we exchanged the lubricant after 2.5 h running time. We cleaned the surface of the coating and the counter-body with acetone and isopropanol and added new ethylene glycol before restarting the experiment. The COF stayed at the ultra-low friction level that was achieved during running-in before as seen in Figure 2a . With this observation, we can exclude the possible degeneration of the lubricant as a reason for the sudden decrease in the friction coefficient. Figure 2b shows data where the lubricant was replaced by new ethylene glycol and also the counter-body was substituted with a new one. Although the old wear track was reused, a complete new running-in was required to reach the low friction level again. In two further experiments, shown in Figure 2c ,d, we changed the position on the coating and the lubricant and reused the counter-body. Figure 2c shows that at the beginning of the second experiment, only a very short running-in period was required before the COF again reached the ultra-low friction regime. In a control experiment the COF decreased again to the low friction regime after short running-in. However, when reaching the low level, the COF increased again, shown in Figure 2d , without producing visible wear of the coating.
The experiments in Figure 2c ,d suggest that the counter-body has a significant influence on the tribological behavior of the system because when reusing the steel counter-body on pristine ta-C the coefficient of friction dropped within a few minutes. In the experiments of Figure 2c ,d, the final pressure was 120 MPa and 105 MPa, respectively. This indicates that a pressure reduction was not the only reason for the drop in the friction coefficient. The reason for the final increase in the COF in experiment of Figure 2d was not clear but wear of adsorbed material seems to be likely.
Thus, one possible explanation for the observed sudden decrease in the COF after a long running-in is the formation of a transfer-layer on the counter-body. Directly after restart (after 9000 s), the structure of the transfer-layer had to adapt to the surface structure of the coating which means that the low COF can be reached after the adaption process (Figure 2c ). In the control experiment, shown in Figure 2d , the transfer-layer was most probably not thick enough for the adaption process, therefore the transfer-layer was removed during the new running-in. In the following sections, we further discuss chemical and physical properties of the ta-C coating and the steel counter-body with respect to further friction reducing mechanisms such as modification of the ta-C and adsorption of Figure 2b shows data where the lubricant was replaced by new ethylene glycol and also the counter-body was substituted with a new one. Although the old wear track was reused, a complete new running-in was required to reach the low friction level again. In two further experiments, shown in Figure 2c ,d, we changed the position on the coating and the lubricant and reused the counter-body. Figure 2c shows that at the beginning of the second experiment, only a very short running-in period was required before the COF again reached the ultra-low friction regime. In a control experiment the COF decreased again to the low friction regime after short running-in. However, when reaching the low level, the COF increased again, shown in Figure 2d , without producing visible wear of the coating.
Thus, one possible explanation for the observed sudden decrease in the COF after a long running-in is the formation of a transfer-layer on the counter-body. Directly after restart (after 9000 s), the structure of the transfer-layer had to adapt to the surface structure of the coating which means that the low COF can be reached after the adaption process (Figure 2c ). In the control experiment, shown in Figure 2d , the transfer-layer was most probably not thick enough for the adaption process, therefore the transfer-layer was removed during the new running-in. In the following sections, we further discuss chemical and physical properties of the ta-C coating and the steel counter-body with respect to further friction reducing mechanisms such as modification of the ta-C and adsorption of fragments of the lubricant.
Surface Characterization
Wear of the Steel Counter-Body
To better understand the origin of the ultra-low friction regime, the surfaces were analyzed with respect to morphology and chemistry. No damage to the coating itself was observed during or after the experiment. We evaluated the wear of the counter-body and measured the diameter of the contact area of the counter-body depending on the running time. Figure 3 shows the final contact diameter after running for a defined time. The contact pressure was estimated based on the load and the final diameter of the contact area. Comparing the development of the COF with the measured wear diameter of the counter-body no direct correlation between both parameters was observed. The ball showed ongoing wear until the contact pressure was reduced to 70-100 MPa where the diameter did not increase anymore. ToF-SIMS measurements revealed that the majority of the worn off particles were found outside of the wear track. We observed that wear did not stop after the strong decrease in the friction coefficient which suggests that there was no direct correlation between wear and the resulting reduced pressure with the friction coefficient in this experiment. Similarly Li et al. [23] analyzed the pressure dependence of friction in a sapphire-sapphire-contact where they observed that super-lubricity with water based lubricants can be achieved at a wide range of pressures owing to the low pressure-viscosity coefficient. To better understand the origin of the ultra-low friction regime, the surfaces were analyzed with respect to morphology and chemistry. No damage to the coating itself was observed during or after the experiment. We evaluated the wear of the counter-body and measured the diameter of the contact area of the counter-body depending on the running time. Figure 3 shows the final contact diameter after running for a defined time. The contact pressure was estimated based on the load and the final diameter of the contact area. Comparing the development of the COF with the measured wear diameter of the counter-body no direct correlation between both parameters was observed. The ball showed ongoing wear until the contact pressure was reduced to 70-100 MPa where the diameter did not increase anymore. ToF-SIMS measurements revealed that the majority of the worn off particles were found outside of the wear track. We observed that wear did not stop after the strong decrease in the friction coefficient which suggests that there was no direct correlation between wear and the resulting reduced pressure with the friction coefficient in this experiment. Similarly Li et al. [23] analyzed the pressure dependence of friction in a sapphire-sapphire-contact where they observed that super-lubricity with water based lubricants can be achieved at a wide range of pressures owing to the low pressure-viscosity coefficient. Figure 4 shows the surface roughness parameter Sa (arithmetic average roughness) and the corresponding standard deviation based on data obtained with a confocal microscope. Sa was within the range of 0.055 ± 0.010 µm. Furthermore, Sq (root mean squared roughness) was measured and was within the range of 0.075 ± 0.010 µm (not shown in Figure 4 ). Within the measurement accuracy, the roughness was measured with a confocal microscope and did not change. Thus, a possible systematic change of the surface roughness on this length scale can be excluded as a reason for the sudden reduction in the coefficient of friction. Figure 4 shows the surface roughness parameter S a (arithmetic average roughness) and the corresponding standard deviation based on data obtained with a confocal microscope. S a was within the range of 0.055 ± 0.010 µm. Furthermore, S q (root mean squared roughness) was measured and was within the range of 0.075 ± 0.010 µm (not shown in Figure 4 ). Within the measurement accuracy, the roughness was measured with a confocal microscope and did not change. Thus, a possible systematic change of the surface roughness on this length scale can be excluded as a reason for the sudden reduction in the coefficient of friction. In addition to the roughness measurements with a confocal microscope, the nano-scale roughness was determined with AFM. A typical topography image of a pristine ta-C coating is shown in Figure 5a . Images were taken after running-in but before (Figure 5b ) and after ( Figure 5c ) the abrupt decrease in the friction coefficient. On this length scale, grooves oriented in the sliding direction were detected after running-in. The roughness values as well as LFM COF values are shown in Figure 6 . Data is shown for the entire image of 4 × 4 µm 2 size and a smaller region of interest (ROI) of 1 × 1 µm 2 . The smaller ROI was selected to exclude obvious debris. The roughness values inside the wear-track were larger than on the pristine sample. There was an evident decrease of the nanoroughness after the decrease in the COF. A reason for the overall smaller LFM values observed for the surface after the macroscopic decrease in the COF may be the smoother surface. An initial surface roughening and a following smoothing process during the tribological experiment is a possible explanation for this. In addition, there might be a higher degree of hydrogen coverage on the surface. In simulations [24] , the effective saturation of dangling bonds with hydrogen showed a reduction of the chemical reactivity of the carbon atoms. Hydrogen or hydroxyl groups chemisorbed to the surface of the ta-C coating and so can also contribute to the reduced adhesion between the coating and the tip and thus to the reduced friction. In addition to the roughness measurements with a confocal microscope, the nano-scale roughness was determined with AFM. A typical topography image of a pristine ta-C coating is shown in Figure 5a . Images were taken after running-in but before (Figure 5b ) and after ( Figure 5c ) the abrupt decrease in the friction coefficient. On this length scale, grooves oriented in the sliding direction were detected after running-in. The roughness values as well as LFM COF values are shown in Figure 6 . Data is shown for the entire image of 4 × 4 µm 2 size and a smaller region of interest (ROI) of 1 × 1 µm 2 . The smaller ROI was selected to exclude obvious debris. The roughness values inside the wear-track were larger than on the pristine sample. There was an evident decrease of the nano-roughness after the decrease in the COF. A reason for the overall smaller LFM values observed for the surface after the macroscopic decrease in the COF may be the smoother surface. An initial surface roughening and a following smoothing process during the tribological experiment is a possible explanation for this. In addition, there might be a higher degree of hydrogen coverage on the surface. In simulations [24] , the effective saturation of dangling bonds with hydrogen showed a reduction of the chemical reactivity of the carbon atoms. Hydrogen or hydroxyl groups chemisorbed to the surface of the ta-C coating and so can also contribute to the reduced adhesion between the coating and the tip and thus to the reduced friction. In addition to the roughness measurements with a confocal microscope, the nano-scale roughness was determined with AFM. A typical topography image of a pristine ta-C coating is shown in Figure 5a . Images were taken after running-in but before (Figure 5b ) and after ( Figure 5c ) the abrupt decrease in the friction coefficient. On this length scale, grooves oriented in the sliding direction were detected after running-in. The roughness values as well as LFM COF values are shown in Figure 6 . Data is shown for the entire image of 4 × 4 µm 2 size and a smaller region of interest (ROI) of 1 × 1 µm 2 . The smaller ROI was selected to exclude obvious debris. The roughness values inside the wear-track were larger than on the pristine sample. There was an evident decrease of the nanoroughness after the decrease in the COF. A reason for the overall smaller LFM values observed for the surface after the macroscopic decrease in the COF may be the smoother surface. An initial surface roughening and a following smoothing process during the tribological experiment is a possible explanation for this. In addition, there might be a higher degree of hydrogen coverage on the surface. In simulations [24] , the effective saturation of dangling bonds with hydrogen showed a reduction of the chemical reactivity of the carbon atoms. Hydrogen or hydroxyl groups chemisorbed to the surface of the ta-C coating and so can also contribute to the reduced adhesion between the coating and the tip and thus to the reduced friction. 
Roughness and Friction
Nano-Hardness
The nano-hardness was measured in and next to the wear track before and after the decrease in the COF. For an indentation of 15-20 nm, the hardness was 35 ± 4 GPa which is lower when compared to the nano-hardness measured for an indentation between 70 and 80 nm where we measured a hardness of 60 ± 5 GPa. The reduced hardness for the surface-near indentations can be caused by the roughness [25, 26] . Furthermore, the effect of the bulk-structure cannot be neglected. Within the standard deviation, however, the measured values were the same for the pristine area as well as for the wear track prior to and after the decrease in the COF. The fact that the hardness values did not vary between the specimen allows us to conclude that even after the abrupt reduction in the COF, the amorphous carbon coating was structurally still intact within the first few hundred nanometers.
ToF-SIMS Study of the ta-C Coating
Four different wear tracks were analyzed in order to correlate the COFs with adsorbed species in the wear track as summarized in Table 1 . The experiments were stopped twice before and after the abrupt decrease of the COF. Figure 7 shows ToF-SIMS mappings for the lateral distribution of selected characteristic fragments of different adsorbates in the wear tracks P1 to P4. These maps were collected in the socalled macro raster mode where small raster images (400 × 400 µm 2 ) were combined to a large analysis area of 4 × 4 mm 2 . In all analyzed wear tracks, deuterium-ions, and small molecular ions with deuterium in combination with oxygen and carbon were detected.
The peak at mass 2 amu in the mass spectrum corresponds to deuterium. This signal was higher for the wear tracks lubricated with the ethylene glycol-d4 version (P3 and P4) compared to the d2 version (P1 and P2). Furthermore, the signal was higher for the wear tracks of the experiments stopped before the abrupt decrease in the COF (P2 and P4) compared to the corresponding experiments afterwards (Figure 8 ). The same correlation could be found for the OD-ions (18 amu). It cannot be excluded that deuterium was exchanged with hydrogen because the experiments were carried out at ambient room conditions which might explain the higher intensity ratios for the experiments P2 and P4 compared to P1 and P3. Therefore, the adsorption of deuterium, which can 
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SIMS Study of the ta-C Coating
The depth resolved intensity-ratio of deuterium to carbon and oxygen to carbon measured on a pristine area of the sample for a sputter depth <50 nm and inside the wear track before and after the abrupt decrease in the COF are shown in Figure 10 . Here, the 13 C-signal was used as reference because the 12 C-signal was saturated. Also, the signals of the first 10 nm are shown in Figure 10 (left). Based on the intensity-ratios it is clear that more deuterium-containing fragments were adsorbed inside the wear tracks than outside. It should be noted that the ratio was higher for the measurement before the abrupt decrease in the COF as compared to the measurement afterwards, although the ratios inside the wear track were still higher at a depth of about 50 nm compared to the pristine area of the sample. Particularly, more deuterated species were detected in the wear track prior to the sudden decrease in the COF. More adsorbed molecules could be detected after the sudden decrease in the friction coefficient. One possible explanation for this observation is the competition between deuterium from the lubricant and protons from the environmental humidity which leads to a decreasing signal of deuterated fragments over time. Nevertheless, these SIMS-measurements indicate that adsorbates cannot explain the low coefficient of friction after the running-in period. 
The depth resolved intensity-ratio of deuterium to carbon and oxygen to carbon measured on a pristine area of the sample for a sputter depth <50 nm and inside the wear track before and after the abrupt decrease in the COF are shown in Figure 10 . Here, the 13 C-signal was used as reference because the 12 C-signal was saturated. Also, the signals of the first 10 nm are shown in Figure 10 (left). Based on the intensity-ratios it is clear that more deuterium-containing fragments were adsorbed inside the wear tracks than outside. It should be noted that the ratio was higher for the measurement before the abrupt decrease in the COF as compared to the measurement afterwards, although the ratios inside the wear track were still higher at a depth of about 50 nm compared to the pristine area of the sample. Particularly, more deuterated species were detected in the wear track prior to the sudden decrease in the COF. More adsorbed molecules could be detected after the sudden decrease in the friction coefficient. One possible explanation for this observation is the competition between deuterium from the lubricant and protons from the environmental humidity which leads to a decreasing signal of deuterated fragments over time. Nevertheless, these SIMS-measurements indicate that adsorbates cannot explain the low coefficient of friction after the running-in period. Figure 10 . Intensity ratios of deuterium to carbon 13 C and oxygen to carbon 13 C. Figure 10 . Intensity ratios of deuterium to carbon 13 C and oxygen to carbon 13 C.
XPS Study of the Steel Counter-Body
Because a low friction coefficient was observed after a short running-in period when the experiment was started with an already used counter-body, the counter-body seems to play a major role in enabling low COFs. In order to investigate the formation of a transfer-layer on the counter-body, XPS measurements were performed on cycle shaped wear tracks of the counter-bodies K1-K4 shown in Table 2 . Table 2 . Detected peaks from peak shape analysis of X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) core levels C1s and O1s [29, 30] . Photoelectron lines of carbon, oxygen, and iron dominate the survey spectra, with some smaller contributions from contaminants such as silicon. The atomic concentrations of oxygen and carbon were calculated using standard sensitivity factors. The concentrations and the COFs are given in Figure 11 . Neither the oxygen nor the carbon concentrations correlated with the observed friction levels. The oxygen concentration on the pristine steel ball initially decreased by about 10% and recovered before the abrupt reduction of the COF. After the abrupt decrease in the COF, the oxygen concentration was in the same range. The high oxygen concentration might indicate the presence of an oxide layer on the steel. Due to the short running time of the first experiment, this oxygen layer might have worn off and thus, less oxygen was detected. A longer running time could accelerate the formation of oxides, although it is not possible to distinguish the difference between storage (native oxygen) and the experiment. The carbon concentration initially increased. However, after a certain running time, a decreased concentration was observed. Because a low friction coefficient was observed after a short running-in period when the experiment was started with an already used counter-body, the counter-body seems to play a major role in enabling low COFs. In order to investigate the formation of a transfer-layer on the counterbody, XPS measurements were performed on cycle shaped wear tracks of the counter-bodies K1-K4 shown in Table 2 . Photoelectron lines of carbon, oxygen, and iron dominate the survey spectra, with some smaller contributions from contaminants such as silicon. The atomic concentrations of oxygen and carbon were calculated using standard sensitivity factors. The concentrations and the COFs are given in Figure 11 . Neither the oxygen nor the carbon concentrations correlated with the observed friction levels. The oxygen concentration on the pristine steel ball initially decreased by about 10% and recovered before the abrupt reduction of the COF. After the abrupt decrease in the COF, the oxygen concentration was in the same range. The high oxygen concentration might indicate the presence of an oxide layer on the steel. Due to the short running time of the first experiment, this oxygen layer might have worn off and thus, less oxygen was detected. A longer running time could accelerate the formation of oxides, although it is not possible to distinguish the difference between storage (native oxygen) and the experiment. The carbon concentration initially increased. However, after a certain running time, a decreased concentration was observed. Chemical binding states of the prominent elements carbon and oxygen were analyzed by peak shape analysis of C1s and O1s detail spectra shown in Figure 12 . For one ball, a pristine area was analyzed as reference. The XPS C1s and O1s core level detail spectra were normalized to an equal peak height of the maximum component. The atomic concentrations, as calculated from survey spectra and binding energies of the main components, are given inside the diagrams. The chemical states are summarized in Table 2 . Chemical binding states of the prominent elements carbon and oxygen were analyzed by peak shape analysis of C1s and O1s detail spectra shown in Figure 12 . For one ball, a pristine area was analyzed as reference. The XPS C1s and O1s core level detail spectra were normalized to an equal peak height of the maximum component. The atomic concentrations, as calculated from survey spectra and binding energies of the main components, are given inside the diagrams. The chemical states are summarized in Table 2 .
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Lubricants 2018, 6, x FOR PEER REVIEW 12 of 14 Figure 12 . XPS C1s and O1s core level detail spectra. K1-K4 are the 100Cr6 steel counter-bodies (Table 2) .
A 532.4 eV line is typical for the alcohol group of ethylene glycol. In the common presence of alcohol, ether, carbonyl, and carboxyl groups, a broad and nearly symmetric structure around 532-533 eV can be found. For the balls K1 and K2, no relevant change in investigated binding states was observed. The slightly higher contribution of carbon in an alcohol respectively ether group (C1s 286.5 eV) at the beginning of tribological loading (K2) may be attributed to the contribution of diethylene glycol, which decreased during tribological load. For the experiments with ethylene glycol-d4, the strongly increased O1s-peak at 532.4 eV (K4) was caused by ethylene glycol residues. These were reduced during the tribological load (K3). Additionally, the contribution of oxygen bound in metal oxide increased during the tribological strain (oxidation of the surface).
Discussion
We investigated the tribological behavior of a ta-C/steel contact that was lubricated with ethylene glycol. An abrupt decrease in the coefficient of friction was observed after a longer runningin period of 95 ± 15 min at elevated temperatures. To investigate the origin of this behavior, several influence parameters were analyzed such as surface roughness, counter-body wear, adsorbates, and transfer-layer formation. In summary, we observed that the micro-and nanoscale roughness and friction decreased during the running-in period. A substantial amount of deuterated fragments of lubricant was detected in the wear track before and after the decrease. However, the sudden macroscopic decrease in the COF cannot be explained by the nanoscale roughness or adsorbed fragments of the lubricant alone. In an experiment with a reused steel counter-body on a pristine ta-C surface, a much shorter (few minutes) running-in period to ultralow friction was observed for the A 532.4 eV line is typical for the alcohol group of ethylene glycol. In the common presence of alcohol, ether, carbonyl, and carboxyl groups, a broad and nearly symmetric structure around 532-533 eV can be found. For the balls K1 and K2, no relevant change in investigated binding states was observed. The slightly higher contribution of carbon in an alcohol respectively ether group (C1s 286.5 eV) at the beginning of tribological loading (K2) may be attributed to the contribution of diethylene glycol, which decreased during tribological load. For the experiments with ethylene glycol-d4, the strongly increased O1s-peak at 532.4 eV (K4) was caused by ethylene glycol residues. These were reduced during the tribological load (K3). Additionally, the contribution of oxygen bound in metal oxide increased during the tribological strain (oxidation of the surface).
We investigated the tribological behavior of a ta-C/steel contact that was lubricated with ethylene glycol. An abrupt decrease in the coefficient of friction was observed after a longer running-in period of 95 ± 15 min at elevated temperatures. To investigate the origin of this behavior, several influence parameters were analyzed such as surface roughness, counter-body wear, adsorbates, and transfer-layer formation. In summary, we observed that the micro-and nanoscale roughness and friction decreased during the running-in period. A substantial amount of deuterated fragments of lubricant was detected in the wear track before and after the decrease. However, the sudden macroscopic decrease in the COF cannot be explained by the nanoscale roughness or adsorbed fragments of the lubricant alone. In an experiment with a reused steel counter-body on a pristine ta-C surface, a much shorter (few minutes) running-in period to ultralow friction was observed for the second run of the ball. Together with the other results, this behavior indicates that the sudden decrease in the COF might correlate with a transfer-layer formation on the counter-body. We assume that similar to the tribochemical reactions of polyglycols [20] or glycerols [15] in DLC coated systems hydroxylation of the ta-C coating occurs. One can speculate that the hydroxylated coating together with tribodegraded ethylene glycol molecules (glycolic or formic acids) might then might play a role in driving the corrosion of the surface of the steel counter-body leading to the formation of a transfer layer. Molecular modelling together with reference experiments using ethylene glycol with a (small) but controlled water content will be necessary to support the hypothesis.
